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English 1  Progress Test 6, Units 16, 17 and 18
Macmillan

Name: _______________________

Part 1 

On the plane
Nina and her family are on a plane. They are flying to an island. It is summer and the weather is hot. 
The sky is blue and it isn’t cloudy. They are flying over mountains and an enormous forest. Nina can 
see the sea, too. She is very happy. 
Nina is wearing jeans and a pink T-shirt. She is sitting next to a girl. Her name is Jess. Jess is 
wearing a blue dress. Nina and Jess are drinking orange juice and eating biscuits. Nina’s mum and 
dad are eating sandwiches. The pilot is talking to the passengers. He says, ‘Have a great time!’ 

1. Read the text. Tick ✓ the best answers.   /5 

Example: Where are Nina and her family? on an island ✓ on a plane ✓  

a. What is the weather like?    cloudy     hot 

b. What can Nina see?     a river     the sea 

c. Whose dress is blue?     Nina’s     Jess’s 

d. What are Nina and Jess eating?    sandwiches    biscuits 

e. Who is talking?      the passengers    the pilot 

2. Complete the sentences with the words in the box.   /7

fireworks   airport   van   shoes   banana   hat   cleaner   bag     

Example: Sam is wearing a red hat on his head.  

a. Lots of people work in an __________________ .

b. My dad is eating a __________________ .  

c. The __________________ is cleaning the floor in the shop.

d. The children are watching some gold and silver __________________ going up into the night sky.

e. There are lots of clothes in Tilly’s __________________ .

f. Ben is wearing black __________________ on his feet.

g. The __________________ is taking food to the supermarket.
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Part 2

1. Write are these and They are or is this and It is.   /2 

Examples: Whose jeans are these? They are Tilly’s. Whose hat is this? It is Sam’s.

a. Whose socks __________________? __________________ Ben’s.

b. Whose skirt __________________? __________________ Nina’s.

2. Write like or likes.   /3 

Example: Tilly likes cakes.  

a. Miss Plum __________________ grapes.

b. I __________________ chicken sandwiches.

c. The children __________________ biscuits.

3. Match to make sentences.   /3 

Example: The bird is flying  onto a branch.

a. The children are dancing  1. into the bag.

b. The bus is going 2. round the table.

c. Mobi is falling 3. along the street.

Part 3 

1. Write the words in order.   /3 

Example: like / bananas. / I

I like bananas.  

a. is / a / bus. / This / blue 

____________________________________

b. can / He / planes. / fly

____________________________________

c. carrying / is / Mrs Pink / food. 

____________________________________
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2. Write the plural nouns.   /3 

Example: one cake, two cakes  

a. one orange, two __________________

b. one light, two __________________

c. one jumper, two __________________

3. Write.   /4  

Example: (Tilly) Tilly likes cakes.   

a. (Sam) ____________________________________

b. (Mobi) ____________________________________

c. (Nina) ____________________________________

d. (Miss Plum) ____________________________________


